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The ever-changing business world requires more original thinking and creativity than ever before.

This is the message Professor Norman Cornett and the works of former Edmonton poet-laureate Anna Marie Sewell hope to instill on the students of Maskwacis
with the return of the successful ‘Change it Up!’ program running May 26 - 30.

The program, formed in partnership with Classroom Connections, will be focused around Professor Cornett’s ‘dialogic’ approach to teaching.

Professor Norman Cornett is bringing his dialogic teaching methods back to Maskwacis.
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Cornett’s dialogic sessions have gained international recognition including a documentary film that explores Cornett’s method entitled Professor Norman Cornett:
“Since When do we Divorce the Right Answer from an Honest Answer?” by Alanis Obomsawin, one of Canada’s foremost aboriginal filmmakers.

Cornett brought the open dialogue method of teaching to Maskwacis last year for the first time, unsure of how the experience would play out.

“It was my first time there. I didn’t know what I was getting in to, and [the students] didn’t know what they were getting in to. We wouldn’t know until we tried,” said
Cornett.

At the end of the week, the sessions had gained momentum.

“We didn’t want to stop, we we’re firing on all pistons. It was opening up new avenues and new possibilities, and that’s the goal of the change it up program is to
enable those who are enrolled to have the skill set to start their own business. “

During the week-long session, Cornett focuses on a writer he believes will speak to the issues that those enrolled need to come to terms with to become
successful business people. This year he will use the poetry and literature of Anna Marie Sewell, author of the critically acclaimed book of poetry Fifth World Drum,
to encourage and inspire students.

“I take different pieces of her writing that I believe raise relevant issues that we need to address,” Cornett said.

One of the major issues he hopes to tackle is the creativity required to enter and contribute effectively to the workforce.

“How do we foster, how do we nurture, how do we develop and cultivate creativity? Because creativity is what (students) will need as entrepreneurs,” Cornett said.

“If you’re going to make it in the business world you’ve got to come up with something new, something psychologists call a ‘felt need’, and to do that you’re going to
have to think creatively.”

Cornett hopes the writings of Sewell will act as a catalyst for the student’s creative thinking, while at the same time opening up a dialogue to help them articulate
their vision.

Sewell is looking forward to sharing her poetry through Cornett’s method, and taking part in the learning experience as well.

“I think I’m going to discover as much as (the students) are, probably more because I’ll find out what my poetry means to people who aren’t necessarily setting out
to be poets. They’re people who are setting out to run their own businesses,” said Sewell.

She feels the worlds of poetry and business have more in common than it would seem.

“I think the two things match up well,” said Sewell.

“If you’re going to run a successful business you’re going to need to be concise, be creative, make connections between things and that’s really the craft of poetry

too.”

Giving young Albertans the tools they need to be successful entrepreneurs is an issue that resonates with Sewell. She hopes to encourage discussion and

dialogue with her work and find out more about the views of the students.

“I’m just fascinated to find out what (the students) will bring in terms of what they see as useful in the business world, and what they see as what they can do. I think

that will go a long way in changing that community for the better.”

For more information on the Change it Up! program visit www.changeitup.ca, or the Classroom Connections program at www.classroomconnections.ca.
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